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Abstract
The purpose of the Iowa Corn Yield Test is to find for each section of the state those strains of corn which will
produce the largest yields of sound grain. Significant differences in yield between strains grown in test fields
under as nearly as possible the same conditions may be attributed to differences inherent in the strains. This
publication is a progress report showing the comparative yields obtained in 1931, and the percentage yields
for a period of years .
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RESULTS FOR 1931 
By .Jo L. Robin on and A. A. Bryan 
IOWA COR ND SMALL GRAIN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION 
MES, IOWA 
IOWA CORN YIELD TEST 
RESULTS FOR 1931 
BY JOE L. ltoBrNsoN1 AND A. A. BRYAN2 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of the Iowa Corn Yield Test is to find for each section of the 
state those strains of corn which will produce the largest yields of sound 
grain. Significant differences in yield between strains grown in test fields 
under as nearly as possible the same conditions may be attributed to dif· 
f erences inherent in the strains. 
This publication is a progress report showing the comparative yields ob-
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Sou hern Sec on 
Fig. 1. The above map shows the division of the state into sections and districts 
for the Iowa Oorn Yield Test. 
1 ecretary of the Iowa Oorn and Small Grain Grower ' Association and Assistant 
Research Profes or of Farm Orops at the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. 
2Associate Agronomist, Division of Oereal Orops and Di eases, Bureau of Plant In· 
dustry, United States Department of Agriculture, and Oorn Yield Test Specialist for 
the Iowa Oorn and Smnll Grain Growers' As ociation. 
3 
PLAN 
The general plan of conducting the test in 1931 was essentially the same 
a in the six preV"ious years. 
LOCATION OF TEST FIELDS 
The division of the state into Northern, North Central, South Central and 
Southern sections and of eaeh section into a We tern, Central and Eastern 
district permits the numerous strains to be compared under local conditions. 
A strain may be entered for comparison in any district or section. The 
small, early maturing strains of northern Iowa, therefore, compete with one 
another under the conditions to which they are best suited and the la.rger, 
later maturing strains grown further south are compared under the condi-
tions to which they are adapted. The location of the test 1ields for 1931 is 
hown in table I. 
TABLE I. LOCATION OF FIELDS, RATE OF PLANTING, DATES OF PLANTING 
AND HARVESTING THE 1931 IOWA CORN YIELD TEST. 
Kernels 
Di1'tTi('t ounty Planted Date Date 
Per Hill Planted Harve ted 
1 Clay .......................... 4 ~1.~y 7 Oct. 16-17 
2 erro Gordo ............ 4 7-8 Not harvested 
3 hicka . aw 4 " 8 " 21 -22 ................ 
4 Buena VLta 3 " 6 .. 14-15 
... ········ 
5 Wright 3 " 5 " 12-13 .............. ........... 
6 Delaware 3 " 12 " 19 -20 ..... ................ 
7 Carroll 3 .. 6·7 " 12-15 ............................ 
8 tory 3 " 7-8 " 20-27 .............................. ' 
9 .Tohn. on 3 " 12 " 26-29 .......... .............. 
10 :\I ills . 3 " 8 " 16-17 ....... .... 
--
11 :\fnrion 3 " 11 " 19-21 ...... . . 
12 Henry 3 " 13 ,, 22-24 ...... ....... 
-· 
CLASSES OF ENTRIES 
Hybrids between inbred train of corn have been entered in the te t ince 
Hl~3. The e hybrids have yield d more than the open-pollinated strains rather 
con i tently. eed of these hybrid , or of strains for crossing to produce 
hybrid eed, usually has not been available for general di tribution. Further-
more, e ·actly the same hybrid has eldom, if ever, been entered more than 
one year. It, therefo:re, seemed unfair to make train in-rnlving no inbreed-
ing compete with hybrids between inbred train . Accordingly, beginning 
with tho 19~6 te t. the train have been diV'ided into two cla ses, open-pol-
linnted for tho c train produced without inbreeding and hybrid for those 
train who e production involved one or more inbred line . The term in-
hr diug a her u ed a ume ompletely controlled pollination. 
The yi<.'ld of train in the two cla e are comparable, however, a the 
l utrie w re grown iue hy ide in the nme field. The purpose of the cla i:fi-
l'itti n primarily i for u..,e in awarding premium . 
DISTRIBUTION OF ENTRIE 
Ther wer 2 0 ntri 
cla.s of the 1 31 t 
and a few were re urned 
perimental s d treatment 
\\ 
T BLE II. DI TRIBUTIO • F DI TRI T .\ ·o g TIO •• E . 'THrn r • IIB 1 
IOWA ORt YIELD TE T 
SPction 
Northern .... ........ 
• ·orthern 
North rn .... .............. 
North l'ntral 
North entrol 







Tot a l 
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North entrnl .. 
outh entrnl 
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2 I J 
Of the 744 entries in the regular cln ses, 5G7 were made by Iowa N>nt 
growers, 126 by the Division of Cereal rops and Disca , Bnreau of PJ: .... nt 
Industry, . Department of Agriculture, and the Farm 'rop 8 etif>n (Jf 
the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station and 56 by the ~ notics , .<:tirm f1f 
the Iowa. Agricultural Experiment ta ti on, two hy Illinois grow( r and th r " 
by Kansa gro,vers. strain of corn entPred by one individual in h of 
the three districts of a section is known as a se<'tion entry. A strain n r1Jd 
in one district is known as a di.strict entry. The distribution <>f entrio~ 11. • 
cla e in di tricts and eetions is shown in table II. 
IDENTIFICATION OF ENTRIES 
Each entry was given a number by which it was know11 thrr1ughfJut l1r 
sea8on. The records of these numbers with the corr IJPOnding namP. ;.inrl 
addre sea of their owners were sealed and placed in the nion ,_ T ationa.l Bank 
of Ames at planting time and were no opened un ii after the computation 
of results had been completed. 
ARRANGEMENT OF PLATS 
Each entry was planted in ten plats distributed in a restricted random 
manner over the test :field. Each plat consisted of two rows twelve hills long 
without borders. Data obtained in previous years indicated that border rows 
were not entirely neeessary provided the stands were fairly uniform. The 
use of two-row plats made it possible to take care of this factor through 
harvesting the two rows separately. Eliminating border rows, and thereby 
reducing the area required had several decided advantages: (l) under nor-
mal conditions it was possible to plant a :field in one day with a relatively 
small crew and thus do better work; ( 2) usually the small area was found 
more readily; ( 3) the smaller plats seemed to be more uniform; ( 4) by using 
results from each row, the entire plat was harvested, thus reducing materially 
the task of cleaning up at that time. 
PLANTING AND HARVESTING 
Because of the dry season the yields in di.strict two were very low. It was 
felt that the results might be quite misleading, and for that rease>n this :field 
was not harvest~d. 
The rates and dates of planting and dates of harvesting are shown in 
table I. Four kernels to the hill were planted in all the .fields of the North-
ern section and three kernels in all other fields. The corn was planted by 
hand to insure a uniform rate and was not thinned. All :fields were planted 
between May 6 and May 13. The seed bed was in good condition on all :fields. 
Harvesting was completed between October 12 and October 29. 
COMPUTATION OF YIELDS 
The yield of each district entry, with the exception of one in District 8,. 
was computed from the product of 10 24-hill plats. 
The yield of a section entry, with the one exception, was computed from 
the product of 30 24-hill plots distributed over the three fields of a section. 
Yields represent sound shelled grain containing 15 per cent of moisture. 
Determinations of moisture content at harvest, shelling percentage and per-
centage of moldy corn were made on 40-pound sample in the North and North 
Central Sections and a 50-pound sample in the South Central and Southern 
Sectie>ns taken at harvest and shipped to Ames. Each sample was taken from 
two or more replications. 
In determining the percentage of moldy corn, any ear one-half or more of 
which was moldy was discarded and the percentage by weight of mold-tree 
corn computed. The yield of each entry was reduced to the percentage of 
mold-free corn. 
The number of ears in the moisture sample was determined f<>r each entry 
and from this the number of ea.rs in 100 pounds computed. 
PUBLICATION OF NAMES 
When the Iowa Corn Yield Test was begun in 1920, it was agreed that only 
the names of those whose corn ranked in the highest yielding third would b.e 
made public. This policy has been followed each year. The number and all 
information on each entry not ranking in the the upper third, however, is 
made known to the individual making that entry so that he may be able to 
make comparison with other entries. 
G 
RESULTS 
The relatively long ea on did not eem to pecial1y favor lat muturiug 
strains. Of the 22 high t yielding entrie in both clas e only si.· <'ontaincd 
as much as one per cent more moi&ture at harve ·t than the average. Ten <'OH-
tained less moisture than the average. The hot dry sea on ·au ed unusually 
low yields in Districts One, Two, Four and Five. 
Leaving out of con id ration those entrie with a ery low c tnnd, th dif-
ferences between the high and low yielding entries varied from 7 to 16 bushels 
in the open-pollinated clas and from to 32 bushels in the hybrid cla . Tlw 
data obtained on each entry ranking in the highest yielding third in 19;n nr 
shown by districts in table III and on all section entrie in table IV. Following 
the data given for the upper third in each cla s and di trict in table III the 
average of each third and of all entries is given. 
The difference in yield between section entries ,.,. re le s than among 
district entries. The differences hould be more &ignificant, however, be<>au. o o1' 
their being the average of three tests. It is belie,·ed that the relative yielding 
ability of a strain may be obtained more quickly by comparing it in all three 
districts of a section. As the climatic and soil condition vary thru the sce-
tion, a single year's result as a section entry may approach the value of t11e 
result of three years' testing in one distr~ct. The performance of most straim1 
usually has been rather similar in the different districts of a section. 
Many of the strains ranking in the upper third were among those yielding 
high in previous years. Meyer Yellow Dent, highest yielding open-pollinated 
strain in both the South Central and Southern ections in 1929 and 1930, was 
the highest yielding again in the South Central and second high st in the 
Southern Section this year. This strain was in the upper third in each of the 
six districts of these two sections. Rupp Early Yellow was again first in th<> 
Northern Section, but was less outstanding than in 1930. Strains which hav 
ranked high in yield in other years, such as Golden King, Osterland Y cl. D., 
Ioleaming, Wilson Yel. D., Harkrader Yel. D., Beary Yel. D., McCullo<'h Yel. 
D., Black Yel. D., Roberts Yel. D. and T. Reid, are again in the top third of 
the various districts. 
Several hybrids that had been in the te&t previously were entered again and 
some of them were again among the high yielders. The banner trophy was won 
by hyrbid "AE" in the South Central ection. This hybrid yielded 111.8 per 
cent above the average of the upper two-thirds of its class. This same hybrid 
in the Southern ection ranked second in 1931 and was runner-up for the 
banner trophy in 1930. The runner-up in 1931 was hybrid "L" in the South 
em ection with a yield of 110.3 per cent. 
Fig. 1. The Iowa Corn Yield Test 
tor all entrie . 
















DATA FOR HIGHEST YIELDING THIRD OF DISTRICT ENTRIES AND AVERAGES FOR UPPER, MIDDLE AND LOWER 













































District Number One 
~ .Acre Yield ~ 
- 0 ---------·~ ~ % ~ 
~ Bu. of Ave. ~ 
Address County Variety Name 















84.0 / 35.97 
83.6 32.15 
















83.6 7 41.29 
84.3 37.80 
83.1 34.39 

































































Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen, Plylhouth ........ Large Golden King 
Buckley Bros., Maurice, Sioux ................... - ............. Haas Y. D. 
Collins Farms Oo., Oedar Rapids, Emmet.. .. Golden King-Sel. 2 
Frank Parcaut, Sutherland, O'Brien ............ Early Golden King 
Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen, Plymouth .................. Iakota Y. D . 
Wm. McArthur, Mason Oity, Oerro Gordo .......... Golden King E 
Ronald M. Wilson, Sac Oity, Sac .................. Reid Moline Dent 
Average of upper third 
Average of middle third. 
Average of lower third 
Average of a ll entries 






































Hi-Bred Oorn Oo., Grimes, Polk ...................... ______ Hi-Bred No. 10 
Geo. M. Allee, Newell, Buena Vistn .......................... Cross XXXI 
Hi-Bred Corn Oo. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .......... Hi-Bred No. 12 
Geo. M. Allee, Newell, Buena Vista .......................... Cross XXXV 
Hi-Bred Oorn Oo. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ............ Hi-Bred No. 8 
Hi-Bred Corn Oo. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ............ Hi-Bred No. 1 
S. N. Smith by Sioux City Seed Co., Ames .... Golden Daybreak 
Average of upper third 
Average of middle third . 
Average of lower third 
Average of all entries 
--~--------...-.------------~- -------- -




fo c ~ 
, 
(I) b.O Acre Yield b.O ... .... ... '(ii (I) l/J E o d i::: i:i. (I) ~ I» • '1' ·~ 'b'Ji ..d .... ... 0 d Q 
.'.!: ~ Q % s:: Qi l/J ~z = 0 '1' ,.. ,.. d = ..., ~ Bu. of Ave. 0 c:l c:l ~ ~ en ..... 00 H ~ ~ ~ 
""' Name Addre, s County Variety 
Open-pollinated Class (upper third only) 
1 326 77.5 25.5 84.3 51.79 115.5 3.2 2.8 279 58.5 Fred N. Rupp, Cherokee, Oherokee .. - ........... Rupp Early Yellow 
2 320 79.1 21.2 84.5 50.45 112.5 2.9 2.8 310 57.1 Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah, Page .... Field Gross-Bred N2 
3 314 68.3 21.9 84.1 47.91 106.8 3.0 2.7 275 56.5 W. F. A. Rabe, New Hampton, Ohickasaw .... Golden King-Se!. 2 
4 319 84.3 23.0 82.9 47.84 106.7 3.1 2.5 317 58.0 Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen, Plymouth .................... Iokota Y. D. 
5 315 74.7 22.3 83.7 46.81 104.4 3.2 2.6 298 58.0 \V. F. A. Rabe, New Hampton, Ohickasaw .... Golden King-Sel. 1 00 6 329 84.6 19.9 85.4 46.63 104.0 3.0 2.2 305 59.0 Wm. McArthur, Mason Oity, Cerro Gordo .......... Golden King E 
78.1 22.3 84.2 /48.57 108.3 3.1 2.6 297 57.9 Average of upper third 
83.1 23.1 84.6 46.15 102.9 2.9 2.5 307 56.9 Average of middle third. 
73.3 21.5 84.0 40.06 89.3 3.2 2.4 301 56.7 Average of lower third 
77.9 22.2 84.2 44.85 3.1 2.5 301 57.1 Average of all entries 
-
Hybrid Class (upper third only) 
1 301 85.3 25.1 81.0 56.63 115.4 2.0 3.0 349 57.4 Farm Orops Sec. & U. . D. A., Ames, Story .... Iowa Hybrid 931• 
2 311 74.6 21.6 83.6 53.53 109.1 2.8 2.2 255 58.0 Hi-Bred Corn Oo. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ............ Hi-Bred No. 8 
3 310 81.0 24.0 84.3 53.33 108.7 2.4 2.3 285 58.4 Hi-Bred Corn Oo. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ............ Hi-Bred No. 3 
4 331 81.7 21.4 84.3 51.39 104.7 2.9 2.7 303 61.2 H. H. Turner, Paton, Greene ................................ T6 White Oob 
5 302 84.5 19.9 85.0 51.20 104.4 2.5 2.3 308 60.1 S. N. Smith by Sioux Oity Seed Oo., Ames .... Golden Daybreak 
. 
81.4 22.4 83.6 7 53.22 108.5 2.5 2.5 300 59.0 Average of upper third 
76.9 23.8 84.5 49.88 101.7 2.7 2.4 286 58.0 Average of middle third. 
65.4 22.5 85.0 43.93 89.5 2.7 2.3 273 57.7 Average of lower third 

















































































































































































District Number Four 
Name Addre s Oounty Variety 





















































C. A. Paul, Odebolt, Sac ...................................... J. Y llow Dent 
J. J. Feldman, Breda, Oarroll .................................. Feldman Y. D. 
Fred N. Rupp, Cherokee, Oherokee .......................... Rupp Y. D. 
T . A. Ohantland, Badger, Web ter .... Imp. Ye!. Dent, Strain l 
H. F. Osterland, Faulkner, Franklin .... mooth Osterland Y. D. 
Rona.Id M. Wilson, Sac City, Sac .............................. .......... Iodent 
Genetic Section, Ame , tory .................................. Golden King 
H. F. 0 terlnnd, Faulkner, Franklin .................. O terland Y . D . 
W. 0. Brant, Meriden, Cherokee .............................. Krug Sel. 2 
Average of upper third 
Average of middle third. 
Average of lower third 
Average of all entries 

































































Farm Crop Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, tory .... Iowa Hybrid 941 
Farm Orops Sec. & U. S. D . A., Ames, Story .... Iowa. Hybrid 934 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story .... Iowa. Hybrid 939 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .............. Hi-Bred B ll 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story ........ Iowa Hybrid 1 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ............ Hi-Bred B21 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ame , Story .... Iowa Hybrid 942 
Geo. M. Allee, Newell, Buena VLtn ...................... Cross XXXIII 
Geo. M. A llee, Newell, Buena Vista ........................ Cros XXIX 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D . A., Ames, S tory ........ Iowa. Hybr id 2 
Genetics Section, Ames, Story ............................................ No. 16 
Hi -Bred Corn Co. by Collin , Grime , Guthri ...... Hi·Bred C1 30 
Average of upper third 
Average of middle third. 
Average of lower third 
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District Number Five 
Nnm ,\ddre .. County Vari ty 

















































T. A. Chantland, Badger, Web .· ter .. ............... To. 2 C. E. Y. D. 
.J .• J. Feldman, Breda, Carroll. ........... ........ ........ ... l!, ldman Y. D. 
1iller S . Nelson, Goldfield, Wright ......... .. ......... ..... Nel, on H. id 
Jtoy J . lampitt, ew ProvidenC'e, II11rdin ................ Reid Y. D. 
T. A. hantland, Badger, Web , ter ..... Imp. Y I. Dent, train 1 
mith Bros., Center Junction, ,Jones ............ .... . .. .... Ioleaming 
F. H. Ion on, Gowri , Webster ............................. Yellow Dent 
Fred Rupp, Cherokee, heroke .......................... Rupp Y. D. 
Average of upp r third 
Avernge of middle third. 
Averag of lower thit·d 
Averuge of all entries 

















































































F~rm Crops ec. & U. . D. A., Ames, tory ...... Iowa Hybrid 19 
Farm Crop c. & U. S. D. A., Ame , tory .. .. .. Iowa Hybrid 20 
Genetic ection, Ames, tory .... .. .. ........ .. .... ...... .......... ...... No. 11 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grim , Polk. .......... ... Hi-Bred B19 
Form Crops ec. & U. S. D. A., Ame , tory .. .. .... Iowa Hybrid 4 
Farm Crop ec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story ...... Iowa Hybrid 18 
Farm Crops ec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, tory .... Iowa Hybrid 942 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. . D. A., Ame. , Story ...... Iowa Hybrid 21 
real Crops & Disea es, U. S. D. A., Wash., D. C .... L Y. T. 1 
Farm Crop ec. & U. . D. A., Ame , Story .... Iowa Hybrid 934 
Farm Crop Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ame , tory .... Iowa Hybrid 941 
Cereal Crop & Disea e , U. S. D. A., Wa h., D. C .... I. Y. T. 7 
Ili-Bred Corn Co. by Collins, Grimes, Guthrie .. .... Hi-Bred C130 
Farm Orops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, tory .... Iowa Hybrid 939 
Hi-Bred orn Co. by Bak r, Grime , Polk ... ........... Hi-Bred B20 
Ili-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimei:;, Polle .......... .. Hi-Bred Bll 
Av rnge or upper third 
Av rnge of middle third. 
Av rage of lower third 
Avr•ragc of al l nLri s 
District Number Six 
..,; 
;.. ....: 
..... .... ;: 
-
<) 
CJ u ,\ "r•• Yi Id e.I. :.. 
'"' 
::,, ::,, 




~ !:% c; ";'o "' '/: ::: "O :.. :.. ::: 
- 11 u. (If ,\ \ t•. c 0 ~ -~ :.. ;::::; 7. ..:l ~ • ~antt' Addn>.: ounty Yuri •ty 
Open-pollinated Class (upper third only) 
Ii l.1 7.1 :.: (i,(I 50.72 1 11.3 2.0 :u 2.l 59.5 Ronnld M. \\'I I. OJI, Hn• 'ity, . ,,,. .................. .. . Eurly Krui: 
:.: lir, I H:S,2 2:1.2 49.13 107. 2.2 :i.o 29'1 5 .0 .T. ,J. 1'' >Jdmnn, Bredu , Carroll .. ·- . l!' ldmu11 Y. D . 
:i Ii 11i 
.j. ,_ 
21 7 19.00 107.Ci 2.1 2.6 271 56.:J T . . \ Chnntla11d. Bndg r, w b. t r ... lmp. y I. n nt, trnin 1 
I (j:S !! r .. 7 :.! 1.:1 47.35 1o:u1 2.4 2.ll 241 56 . .l Ro~· .J Clumpitt, ~ r :)\\' ProV"id nee, Hnrdin .. Reid Y. n. 
'i i.'17 7[,,7 2:i, - r. 46.97 I 0:1.1 2.:1 !! . 2:14 54.9 ,J. Y . Pocluskn, PtH·nh on tn~. Pol·nhon tu s. c· l rland Y. n. ;,,,) 
(j ti 17 8:1.•1 2:1.0 85.:S 46.60 102.:i 2.:l 2.5 226 57.7 Fr Pd '- T • Rupp, h rokee, h rok e Rupp Eurly Yellow 
:1.li 2 1.2 :; ~48.30 JOG.O 2.3 2. 254 fl7 2 \ Yt•r11g1• of upper third 
~.H 21.I :i 45.71 100.4 2.1 ~- 2 0 5 5 ,\\el'U~C of middl third. 
,...., 
,...., 
H2.!I 22.0 •J H 42.68 9:J.7 2.1 2. 1 26tl 56.7 ,\\t'J"llgC of lower third 
fi.1 2:1.·l 1.5 45.56 2 l 2 6 267 57.4 .\ verng • ot' a II ntrics 
Hybrid Class (upper third only) 
lill :.! '2. 2:1,;; " I. 1 56.22 112A 1.4 3 0 247 57.5 
:.! li:llJ IJ. :.!7 .!I I. 1 56.18 112.2 1.7 2 209 5 . 1 --· No . 1 6 
:1 (j~ !) r>.n 25.1 55.70 111.3 1. 20 224 5 .3 Polk ___ .... .. Jli·Bred BIO 
I Ii I ~I H7.1 22. 55.26 I 1 0. 1 2.0 :i 2 240 57.5 Polk ...•.. __ Hi-Bred B3 
r, Ii 17 H:S,2 22.fi 51.78 109.!1 1. 22 230 5 .~ Polk ............ Ili·Br d Bll 
Ii h2 l H:l,li :.! !i. 1 53.80 107 5 1 •) 3 1 23 57.0 Polk .. ····-···· Hi-Br d B25 .~ 
7 628 1.8 2G.!I 52.75 105.4 2.0 3.0 241 57.0 
1;o t I. 1 27 .~• ;l.5 52.73 105.4 1. 6 3.0 193 55.0 l•'nrm tory. .... Iowa Hybrid 2 
•• Ii 10 l.O 25.0 1.9 52.67 105.3 1. 3.2 269 59.5 Hi-Br Guth r i __ .. lli-Br d 121 
I o (iO fi 0.6 23.H :i.:i 52.61 105 2 1 2.9 232 56.5 !<'arm • tory .... Iowa Hybrid 942 
11 uO!l 2.G 2'1.8 3.7 51.50 102 9 1.9 2.9 226 57.l Pnrm tory .... Jowa Hybrid 941 
:!. 7 2Ul I . 1 /IH.02 10 .o 1.7 2. 2:12 57 5 J\ " rag<' of upper third 
H 1,:1 ~:i.r> , •l. I 50.20 l 00.:1 1.6 2. 2•14 5 .1 Average of middl third. 
1.0 2:1.<i :l,7 45.88 91.7 1. 2. 256 57. Average of low r third 
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4 .1./ 72.95 
3 9 65.76 



































District Number Seven 
Name Add1·ess County Variety 

















































Joe Snyder, Breda, CarrolL .................... Feldman Y. D. No. A 
Clarence S. Hill, Minburn, Dalla ......................... ... Pfister Krug 
A. Wilson, Harlan, Shelby ................ Wilson High Yielding Y. D. 
G. V. Harkrader, Adel, Da.lla.s .......................... Harkrader Y. D. 
Henry Field Seed Co., Shenandoah, Page .. Field Cross-Bred SC2 
Clarence Meyer, VanMeter, Madi ·on .. .. .................. Meyer Y. D. 
J. J. Feldman, Breda, Carroll.. ........ ......... Feldman Y. D., Sel. 1 
Sioux City Seed Co. by mith, Sioux City .. ioux Richland R.Y.D. 
Average of upper third 
verage of middle thit·d. 
Average of lower third 
Average of al l entrie 
































































































Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Morri on, Grime,, Polk .... Hi-Bred BH.M.1 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grime , Polk ............... Hi-Bred B5 
Fa1·m Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ame , Story ... ..... Iowa Hybrid 5 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .............. Hi-Bred B28 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Thurman, Grimes ........ ...... 942 x HSC563 
Farm Crops ec. & U. S. D. A., Ame , Story ........ Iowa Hybrid 8 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story .... Iowa Hybrid 942 
Hi-Bred Corn Oo. by Thurman, Grimes .. .......... .. 949 x HSC563 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story ........ Iowa Hybrid 7 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grime , Polk ........... ... Hi-Bred B21 
Cereal Crops & Di ea es, U. . D. ., Wa.h., D. C .... I. Y. T. 4 
Cereal Crop & Disea es, U. . D. A., Wa h., D. C .... I. Y. T. 1 
Genetics Section, Ames, Story .......................................... .... No. 7 
Genetics Section, Ames, Story ............................................ No. 30 
Genetic Section, Ames, Story.............. .. ........................ No. 12 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grime , Polk .. ............ Hi-Bred B30 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ame , tory ........ Iowa Hybrid 6 
Cereal Crop & Di ease , U. S. D. A., Wa,h., D. C .... I. Y. T. 3 
Hi-Bred Corn Oo. by Collins, Grime , Guthrie ....... Hi-Bred 091 
A. Wil on, Harlan, Shelby .. ....... ... ............ ..... ....... ............ 2 x 5 
Average of upper third 
Average of middle third. 
v rnire o( lower third 
































































































District Number Eight 
'nme Addre s ounty Vari ty 





































































Clarenre Meyer, Yan ~I ter, :M:ndi:,on . _ ~!eyer Y. D. 
larence Hill, Minburn, Dalin"-··················· ... Pfi ter Krug 
Henry Field Co., Shenandoah, Pag ......... Field ro. R-Bred SOS 
larence S. Hill, Minburn, Dn 1111 ••..•.. .. ..•••...•........•.• Krug-Se!. 1 
Henry Field Co., Shenandoah, Page .......... Field Oro s-Bred SC2 
A. Wil on, Harlan, Shelby .............. Wilson High Yielding Y. D. 
L. U. Tewport, Panora, Guthri .............. Newport Y. D.-Sel. 1 
G. V. Harkrader, Adel, Dallas ............................ Harkrader Y. D. 
Gate City Seed Co., Keokuk, Lee ............ . _ ... hlayfi Id Imp. Dent 
Clarence . Hill, Minburn, Dalin .............................. Krug- el. 2 
A. S. Beary, Albion, Marshall.. ...... ............... Beary Y. D.-S I. 3 
Genetics Section, Ame , Story .................. ............................ Krug 
Henry Birkeland, Nevada, Story .. ........................... Harper Y. D. 
Average of upper third 
Average of middle third. 
Average of lower third 





























































































District Number Eight-( Continued) 
~ Acre Yield ~ 
:..::: 0 --------- "bi, 
Qi % "d 
cf3 Bu. of Ave. ~ 
Name Add1·ess Oounty Variety 




























































































































































































































Hi-Bred Corn Oo. by Morrison, Grimes, Polk .... Hi·Bred BH.M.1 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grime , Polk ................ Hi-Bred B 5 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story ........ Iowa Hybrid 8 
Oereal Crops & Diseases, U. S. D. A., Wa. h., D. C .... I. Y. T. 1 
Cereal Crops & Diseases, U. S. D. A., Wash., D. C .... I. Y. T . 5 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .. ............ Hi·Bred B26 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ................ Hi-Bred B6 ~ 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story .... Iowa Hybrid 942 
Cereal Crops & Disea. es, U. S. D. A., Wash ., D. C .... I. Y. T . 11 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, "Grimes, Polk .............. Hi-Bred B28 
Oereal Crops & Diseases, U. S. D. A., Wash., D. 0 .... 1. Y. T . a 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .. ............ Hi-Bred B30 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .............. Hi-Bred B21 
Farm Orops Sec. & U. S. D . A., Ame , Story ........ Iowa Hybrid 9 
Genetics Section, Ames, Story .. ................ .. .......... ................ No. 18 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Thurman, Grimes ....... ..... ...... 949 x TEA2·6 
Genetics Section, Ames, Story ........................ ...................... N o. 27 
Hi-B1·ed Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .............. Hi-Bred B23 
Genetics Section, Ames, Story ............ ................................ No. 21 
Genetics action, Ames, Story ............ ...................... .......... No. 22 
Hi-Bred Oorn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ................ Hi-Bred B 3 
Genetics Section, Ames, Story . ..... ............... ....................... No. 18 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Collins, Grimes, Guthrie ........ Hi-Bred C84 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Thurman, Grimes .. ................ 945 x HSC563 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk. ............. Hi-B1·ed B27 
Cereal Crops & Diseases, U. S . D. A., Wash., D. C .... I. Y. T. 6 
Genetics Section, Ame", Story ................. ......... ... ................ No. 3 
IIi-Bred Corn Co. by Coll ins, Grim s, Outhrie ........ Hi-Bred C81 
Average of upper third 
Average of middle third. 
Average of lower third 
Av rage of all entries 
District Number Nine 
....; 
... 
> ....; ,,. ~ 
-= 
<) 
Q) bl) Acre Yield bl) 
bl) ;... ...., 
;... ·a; Q) <II 
~ d i:: p, Q) 
~ ;... . "d .... == 0 "b'n 
.d .... 
;... 0 d 0 <II % <II d 
-+;;Z 
"' 
Q) "O ;... ;... ::i 
ol ~ 0 .d Bu. of Ave. 0 "' 
0: 
~ r:i:1 rll ~ rll H r:i:1 r:i:1 iXl Name Address Oounty Variety 
Open-pollinated Class (upper third only) 
1 968 72.6 22.6 84.2 82.55 112.0 2.4 4.4 149 58.8 Clarence Meyer, Van Meter, Mndison .. .................... Meyer Y. D . 
2 946 69.6 23.4 85.2 80.94 109.8 2.2 4.7 140 56.4 Fred McCulloch, Hartwick, Iowa .............. M cCulloch High Yield 
3 966 74.6 22.1 84.0 78.90 107.0 2.4 4.4 148 58.6 Olyde Black, Dallas Center, Dallas .. ..................... , .... Black Y. D. 
4 937 72.4 22.6 84.8 78.07 105.9 2.3 4.1 158 57.4 G. V. Harkrader, Adel, Dallas ..•....................... Harkrader Y. D. 
5 947 65.0 21.3 84.7 77.22 104.8 1.8 4.2 156 57.2 A. Wilson, Harlan, Shelby .............. Wilson High Yielding Y. D. 
70.8 22.4 84.6 / 79.54 107.9 2.2 4.4 150 57.7 Average of upper third 
68.6 21.5 85.0 73.53 99.7 1.9 4.4 157 59.1 Av rage of middle third. 
63.2 22.0 84.5 68.09 92.4 2.0 4.1 159 58.6 Average of lower third 
67.6 21.9 84.7 7 3.71 2 .0 4 .3 155 58.5 Average of all entries 
f-1 
Hybrid Cla ss (upper t hird only) • l 
1 923 77.5 23.3 86.5 9 3.45 118.7 1.8 4.9 151 56.5 Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ...... .. ...... Hi·Bred B28 
2 908 77.4 20.9 86.0 90.31 114.7 2.0 4.9 161 58.2 Farm Crops ec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story ........ Iowa Hybrid 8 
3 9 41 72.5 22.5 84.9 90.06 114.4 1.2 4.5 134 56.0 Genetics Section, Ames, Story .................................. .......... N o. 12 
4 932 81.3 22.9 85.0 90.00 114.3 1.5 4.6 187 58.0 Hi-Bred orn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ........ ...... Hi·Bred B30 
5 928 77. l 20.1 87.3 89.45 113.6 1.2 4.6 155 59.5 Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Collins, Grimes, Guthrie ........ Hi·Bred C91 
6 950 74.9 24.9 85.5 87.76 111.4 1.4 5.0 172 58.5 Hi·Bred Corn Co. by Thurman, Grimes .................. 949 x TEA2·6 
7 930 76.5 22.3 85.4 86.13 109.4 1.6 4.6 173 56.l Hi·Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .............. Hi·Bred Bl3 
8 921 80.4 20.4 84.3 85.89 109.1 1.4 4.3 179 59.0 Hi-Bred Corn Oo. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .............. Hi-Bred B23 
9 956 74.9 22.3 85.8 85.48 108.5 1.4 4.2 138 57.2 Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Morrison, Grimes, Polk .... Hi-Bred BH.M.l 
10 940 73.l 22.5 84.5 85.11 108.1 1.5 4.3 136 56.5 Cereal Crops & Diseases, U. S. D. A., Wash., D . C .... I. Y. T. 3 
11 9 15 71.5 23.5 86.5 84.71 107.6 1.0 4.8 158 59.2 Hi ·Br d Corn Co. by Collins, Grimes, Guthrie ........ Hi·Bred 099 
12 920 72.8 22.2 84.2 84.50 1 07.3 2.1 4 .4 175 58 .4 Hi-Bred Corn Oo. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ................ Hi-Bred B3 
13 933 70. l 21.5 87.2 83.62 106.2 1.6 4.6 160 56.7 Hi-Bred Corn Oo. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ................ Hi·Bred BS 
1 4 922 75.6 21.2 87.4 83.59 106.1 1.6 4.4 186 58 .5 Hi-Bred Co1·n Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ................ Hi·Bred B6 
15 931 74.2 2 1.1 85.6 83.56 106.1 1.7 4.3 157 56.1 Hi-Bred Oorn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .............. Hi-Bred B21 
16 939 65.7 24.4 84.5 83.04 105.5 1.8 4.2 180 56.6 Cer al Crops & Diseases, U. S. D. A., Wash., D. C ... . I. Y. T. 4 
17 924 73.2 21.9 87.1 82.99 105.4 1.3 4.8 157 58.0 Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker , Grimes, Polk .•............ Hi·Bred B26 
18 935 76.1 22.4 86.0 82.10 104.3 1.8 4.3 162 57.8 Hi-Bred Oorn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .. .............. Hi -Bred Bl 
74.7 22.2 85.7 / 86.21 109.5 1.6 4.5 162 57.6 Average of upper third 
68.2 22.5 84.8 78.84 100.l 1.8 4.4 159 58.1 Average of middle third. 
63.9 22.6 85.4 71.20 90.4 1.7 4.3 163 57.8 Average of lower third 
68.9 22.4 85.3 78.75 1.7 4.4 161 57.9 Average of all entries 
-




..c:: C.l il: 
4> bl) Acre Yield bl) bl) "' 
.... 
"' 





..c:: Bu . of Ave. 0 "' "' ~ ~ rn ~ en ..:! l'<l l'<l ~ rame ddress County Variety 
Open-pollinated Class (upper third only) 
r 1 020 84.2 1 7.9 86. 1 72.41 110.2 2.2 3.8 172 58.3 Miles Rober ts, Villisca., Montgomi>n ........... .. ... Robert Y . D. 
2 1019 81.4 1 7.0 85.6 70.51 107.3 2.3 3.9 168 59.4 Mil es Robert , Villisca., Montgomery ............................ ;····Krug 
3 1022 85.0 20.7 84.8 70. 46 1 07.2 2.5 4.4 172 57.6 J C Tunnicliff Shenandoah, Page .. ............................ Re1d Y. D . 
4 1047 80.7 19.S 85.6 67.68 103.0 2. 4 4.1 200 55.6 i H. Petty, Eliiott, Montgomery ... _ ................... R e id Imp. Y. D. 
5 1052 79 .7 17.9 85.4 67.56 102.8 2.3 4.0 178 58.0 Clarence Meyer, Van Meter, Madi ·on ........ ........ ...... _Meyer Y. D . 
G 1018 86. 1 20.7 85.4 67.46 102.7 2.5 4.1 1 82 55.5 Laurence Liljedahl, E ssex, Page ............................ B1g Joe Y. D . 
82.9 18.9 85.5 ? 69 .35 105.5 2.4 4.1 179 57.4 Average of upper third ...... 
80.0 19.3 85.6 66.11 100.6 2.2 4 .0 184 57 .8 Average of middle third. 0. 
75.8 19.7 5.0 61.66 93.8 2 .4 4.0 180 57.5 Average of lower third 
79 .6 ] 9 .3 5.3 65.70 2.3 4.0 181 57.6 Average of all entrie 
Hybrid Class (upper third only) 
1 1010 90.7 16.l 86.2 78.87 116.6 1.6 4.0 194 56.5 Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., .Amec;, tory ...... Iowa Hybrid 11 
2 1012 90 .0 19.5 5 .3 78. 32 11 5.8 1.4 4.6 1 92 58.3 Farm Crops ec. & U. . D. A., Ames, Story .. .... Iowa Hybr id 13 
3 1011 90.1 1 .0 6.8 76.26 112.7 2.3 4.3 166 55.5 Farm Crops Sec. & U. . D. A., Arne<;, tory .... .. Iowa. Hybrid 14 
4 1003 3.1 1 6.7 87.1 76.13 112.6 1.9 3.6 1 75 57.5 Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Morri . on, Grim s, Polk ...... :.Hi-Bred HMl 
5 1029 7.6 1 .3 85.9 76.01 112.4 2.2 4.0 1 79 58.4 Wallace & Baker by Henry Field Co., Grimes .. Hybrid or :\fole 2 
6 1031 6.7 l .5 87.3 75.80 112. 1 1 .8 4.0 1 92 57.5 Wallace & Baker by H enry Field o., Grime<-.Hybrid or Mule 1 
7 1007 -1.7 17.7 85.2 74.17 109.7 1.7 3. 200 55.7 Farm Crop. ec. & U. . D. A. , Ame , tory ..... Iowa llybrid 12 
1030 81.9 16.6 5.3 71.01 105:0 1.3 4.1 57 .0 Wallace & Baker bv Henry Field Co., Grime . .. Hybrid or "Mule 3 
9 1036 3.2 19.1 85.0 70 .87 104.8 2.0 3.9 1 9 58.5 Henry Feld Co., lienandoah , Page .... Hybrid or :\1u1P Corn LCl 
10 102 2.1 20 . 85. 70.19 103.8 1.7 3.7 178 58.4 Wallace & Baker bv Henry Field o.,Grime .. Hybrid or Mul 10 
11 1004 79 .0 19.2 85.3 70 .06 103.6 1.6 s.s 1 79 57.0 Hi-Bred Corn o. by Baker, Grime . Polk ..... ......... Hi-Br d B22 
85.4 1 .2 5.9 /!4.34 1 09.9 1 .8 3.9 1 84 57.S Average of upper third 
76.9 19.5 84.7 67.60 99.9 1.8 4.1 194 58.0 Average of middle third. 
72.5 1 7.5 8·.1.. 7 60.9 8 90.2 1.9 8.8 190 57.9 .Average of lower third 
7 3 1 A- 5.1 67.64 1.8 3.9 1 9 57.7 .Axernge of all ent-ries 
District Number Eleven 
.; 
.., ~ .... 
.cl <> ~ 




"' ~ >:: Q A Cl) 
..!( t>.. • "C:I ~* .cl ~ '"'0 c: Q a; % bO "' c: ~z d 0 "C:I '"' '"' ::i cl ~ .:::: Bu. of Ave. 0 ~ 
"' ~ r:l 00 ~ r:n i-:l r:l r:l 11'.l Name Address County Var iety 
Open-pollinated Class (upper third only) 
1 1158 87.8 24.1 85.7 76.37 109.4 3.2 4.5 168 57.5 Thos. Thompson, Villisca, Montgomery ............................ T. Reid 
2 1131 83.8 21.2 86.0 76.12 109.0 3.7 4.1 173 59.7 Miles Roberts, Villisca, Montgomery .................................. Krug 
3 1162 84.6 24.1 84.8 74.35 1 06.5 3.1 4.3 157 58.0 S. B. Hud on & Son, Knoxville, Marion .. ·-··········-·················Krug 
4 1161 81.8 23.7 85.3 73.92 105.9 3.1 4.3 1 72 59.4 Clarence Meyer, Van Meter, Madison ...................... Meyer Y. D . 
5 11 34 80.0 23.4 84.8 72.82 104.3 3.7 4 .2 171 58.2 A. Wi lson, Harlan, Shelby ............................ Wilson Y. D.·Sel. 1 
83.6 23.3 85.3 l""""!,4 .72 1 07.0 3.4 4.3 168 58.6 Average of upper third 
81.8 23.3 85.1 70.16 1 00.5 3.2 4.3 176 57.9 Average of middle third. 
77.6 24.1 84.7 64.64 92.6 3.3 4.3 174 56.8 Average of lower third 
80.9 23.6 85.0 69.81 3.3 4.3 173 57.7 Average of all entries ...... 
-1 
Hybrid Class (upper third only) 
1 1117 91.1 23.9 86.1 95.07 127.4 3.0 4.9 154 58.0 Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story ...... Iowa Hybrid 26 
2 1118 86.4 23 .4 86.0 91.71 122.9 4.0 4.2 149 55.5 Farm Crops Sec. & U. . D. A., Ames, Story ...... Iowa Hybrid 27 
3 1113 95.6 • 23. 1 85.9 91.58 122.7 2.3 5.0 170 58.0 Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story ...... Iowa Hybrid 13 
4 1116 83.5 23.0 84 .1 89.15 119.5 3.4 4.6 150 57.5 li'arm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story ...... Iowa Hybrid 25 
5 1119 86.7 23.1 86.7 85.50 114.6 3.1 4.9 199 56.0 Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story ...... Iowa Hybrid 22 
6 1128 80.4 22.0 86.8 85.09 114.0 3.2 4.7 164 56.1 er al Crops & Diseases, u. . D . A., Wash., D. C ..... I. Y. T. 5 
7 1103 85.7 22.2 86.2 84.81 113.7 2.7 4.0 160 58.6 Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Morrison, Grimes, Polk ........ Hi-Bred HMl 
8 1104 83.8 23.2 86.2 84.31 113.0 2.0 4.0 170 57.5 Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .............. Hi-Bred B22 
9 1142 91.3 21.1 85.8 83 .71 112.2 2.6 4.2 162 58.8 Wallace & Baker by Henry Field Co., Grimes .. Hybrid or Mule 2 
10 1112 95.1 22.0 86.6 83.28 111.6 2.6 4.8 161 56.0 Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ame , Story ...... Iowa Hybrid 14 
11 1121 74.7 24.4 85.4 83.23 111.5 3.8 4.7 160 55.8 Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Stol'y ...... Iowa Hybrid 28 
1 2 1127 8::!.6 23.0 84.9 82.58 110.7 2.0 4.3 172 55.6 Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .............. Hi-Bred B43 
13 1123 83.1 28.7 85.0 82.56 110.6 4.9 3.9 155 54.5 Cereal Crop & Di eases, U. S. D. A., Wash., D. C .... I. Y. T. 11 
14 1144 88.3 23.3 87.2 81.24 108.9 2.3 4.5 1 71 57.5 Wallace & Baker by Henry Field Co., Grimes .. Hybrid or Mule 1 
1 5 1114 80.6 26.2 83.9 79.85 107.0 3.3 4.0 154 58.(l Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ame , Story ...... Iowa Hybrid 23 
16 1106 84.9 24.9 85.3 79.80 106.9 3.8 4.1 163 57.0 Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Story ...... Iowa Hybrid 15 
85.9 23.6 85.v85.22 114.2 3.1 4 .4 163 56.9 Average of upper third 
83.0 23.7 85. 76.04 101.9 2.9 4.2 172 57.6 Average of middle third. 
72.Q 23.3 84.8 62.68 84.0 3.1 4.1 183 57.7 Average of lower third 
80.5 23.5 85.3 74.62 3.0 4.2 173 57.4 Average of all en tries 
1 1220 
2 12 14 
3 1 24 8 
4 1219 
5 1 250 
6 12 49 
l ] 20·.L 
2 1-0:l 
:l 12 12 
4 1227 
5 1230 
6 12 11 
7 122 
1207 















































2 1 .4 
:n.s 
21. 4 
"° i:: Acre Yield 
District Number Twelve 
;.:: Q ---------
% ~ 













84.6 7 67.15 
4. 1 I' 63.12 
4 .3 59.39 






















5 .6 /" 71.44 
4 .7 64.15 
3.7 54..88 























Nnme .Addre~s County Vnri ty 









































Mil Robert ·, Villi · ca, Montgomery. 
-· -·--.... ·-·· .. Krug 
ha . and & Son, Ottumwa, \Vapello 
lnrence feyer, Van ~Ieter .... .... Meyer Y. D. 
H. H. (cAlli , ter, Mt. Union, Henry... . ... . 
Glenn P. nmpb II, Mt. Plea. ant, Henry ..... . 
lnrence Mey r, Van Meter, 1Cndi on ...... . 
Average of upper third 
~\,•erage of middl third. 
A,·erage of lower third 
Average of all entrie-; 
.. .. _ .. .. Krug 
x Bord aux Y. D. 
McAlli ter Dent 
_··· ·-···· Krul:\' 
• _, f yer Y. D. 

























































Ili-Bred o. by Baker, Grime. , Polk . ·---···Hi-Bred 22 
Hi-Bred Corn o. by MorrL on, •rim . Polk-·-·····Hi ·Br d HM 1 
Fnrm Crop, ec. & U. . 0. A., Ame , , tory ______ Jown Ilybrid J:l 
Wnllac & Baker by Ht>nry Field o., Grime .•• Hybrid or Iulf' 10 
Wnllnre • Baker by Ilenry Fi Id Co., Grim Hybrid or Iule 1 
J<'urm rops er. & U. . D. A ..• \me.-, tory ___ •• Town Hybrid 1·1 
\Yalluce & Bak r by H nry Fi Id Co., •rime ... Hybrid or .Inle 2 
Fnrm Crop.· er. · U. . D. A., Ame , • tory .. _ ... Iown Ilybrid l:? 
J<'nrm rop · ec. & D. A .• Ame.·. , tory ...... Iown Ilybrid 15 
Ilenry Field o., ht>nandonh, Png<'.- Hybrid or '.\Tnle orn L , 1 
.Av r age of upper third 
Avern~e of middle third. 
Av rag of lower third 
_\ >ernge 0 r n 11 en trie 
Supplement 
1931 Iowa Corn Yield Test Report 
A considerable number of entries in the State Corn Yield Test of 1931 do 
not represent seed available to growers. Each person who made entries has 
been asked to indicate the amount of seed available for sale. Those who gave 
that information and whose entries stood in the top third in each district 






















































Name Address County Variety 
District One 
Open-pollinated Class 
Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen, Plymouth .......................... Large Golden King 
Buckley Bros., Maurice, Sioux .................................................. Haas Y. D. 
Frank Parcaut, Sutherland, O'Brien ............................ Early Golden King 
Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen, Plymouth ........... ~ ........................ Iakota Y. D. 
Ronald M. Wilson, Sac City, Sac ...................................... Reid Moline Dent 
Hybrid Class 
S. N. Smith by Sioux City Seed Co., Ames ...................... Golden Daybreak 
District Three 
Open-pollinated Class 
Fred N. Rupp, Cherokee, Cherokee .............................. Rupp Early Yellow 
W. F. A. Rabe, New Hampton, Chickasaw .................... Golden King-Sel. 2 
Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen, Plymouth .................................. Iakota Y. D. 
Hybrid Class 
H. H. Turner, Paton, Greene .............. .................................. T6 White Cob 
S. N. Smith by Sioux City Seed Co., Ames .................... Golden Daybreak 
District Four 
Open-pollinated Class 
J. J. Feldman, Breda, CarrolL ............................................ Feldman Y. D. 
Fred N. Rupp, Cherokee. Cherokee .......................................... Rupp Y. D. 





J . J. Feldman, Breda, OarrolL .. .......................................... Feldman Y. D. 
Miller S. Nelson, Goldfield. Wright.. .......................................... Nelson Reid 
Roy J. Clampitt, Kew Providence, Hardin .............................. Reid Y. D. 
Smith Bros., Center Junction, Jones .......................................... Ioleaming 





Ronald M. Wilson, Sac City, Sac ................................................ Early Krug 
J . J. Feldman, Breda, CarrolL .............................................. Feldman Y. D. 
Roy J. Clampitt, New Providence, Hardin ............................. .. Reid Y. D. 
J . V. Podueika, Pocahontas. Pocahontas ............................ Osterland Y. D. 
Fred N. Rupp, Cherokee, Oherokee ................................ Rupp Early Yellow 
Hybrid Class 




































































Name Address County Variety 
District Seven 
Open-pollinated Class 
Olarence S . Hill, Minburn, Dallas .......................................... Pfister Krug 
A. Wilson, Harlan, Shelby ...... ---····-··--·--···--·-·---Wilson High Yielding Y. D. 
G. V. Harkrader, Adel, Dallas ...... ---··----····-···--··-·------··--Harkrader Y. D. 
Clarence Meyer, Van Meter, Madison ...................................... Meyer Y. D. 





Clarence Meyer, Van Meter; Madison ................................ - .... Meyer Y . D. 
Olarence S. Hill, Minburn, Dallas .......................................... Pfister Krug 
A. Wilson, Harlan, Shelby .............................. Wilson High Yielding Y. D. 
G. V. Harkrader. Adel, Dallas .......... ................................ Harkrader Y. D. 
Gate City Seed Co.. Keokuk, Lee .................................. Mayfield Imp. Dent 
Clarence S. Hill, Minburn, Dallas ............. ............... - .............. Krug-Sel. 2 
Henry Birkeland, Nevada, Story ...... --·--···--···----··----·-·--·--··-··-·Harper Y. D. 
Hybrid Class 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ............................ Hi-Bred BS 
District Nine 
Open-pollinated Class 
Clarence Meyer, Van Meter, Madison ...................................... Meyer Y. D. 
Fred McCulloch, Hartwick, Io"\va ................. ........ ... McCulloch High Yield 
Clyde Black, Dallas Cent.er, Dallas .............. ............................ Blnck Y. D. 
G. V. Harkrader, Adel, Dallas .......................................... Hnrkrader Y. D. 
A. Wilson, Harlan, Shelby ................................ Wilson High Yielding Y. D. 
Hybrid Class 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes. P olk .............................. H i-Bred B 3 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by B aker, Grimes, Polk .............................. Hi-Bred B 1 
District Ten 
Open-pollinated Class 
Miles Roberts. Villisca. Montgomery ............................. ..................... Krug 
J . H. P ettv, Elliott, Montgomery ........................................ Reid Imp . Y. D. 





Thos. Thompson, Villisca, Montgomery .... ........................................ T. Reid 
Miles Roberts, Villisca, Montgomery .................................................... Krug 
S. B . Hudson & Son , Knoxville, Marion ............................................ K rug 





MilPs Roberts, Villisca , Montgomery .................................................... Krug 
Obas. Sands & Son, Ottumwa, Wapello ................................................ Krug 
Clarence Meyer, Va n Metl'r, Madison ........ .Meyer Y. D . .x Bordeaux Y. D . 
H. H . McAllister, Mt. Union, H enry .................................. McAllister Dent 
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2.9 293 59.1 
2.4 312 58.0 






















Name Addr s County Variety 
Class 
Fred N. Rupp, Cherokee, Cherokee ................ Rupp Eal'ly Yellow 
Albert M. Schmitz, Remsen, Plymouth ....... -............ Iakota Y. D. 













































Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Poll-............ Hi-Bred No. 8 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. S. D. A., Ames, Stol'y .... Iowa Hybrid 931 
Hi-Bred Corn Co., Grime., Polk .......................... Hi-Bred No. 10 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .......... Hi-Bred No. 12 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grim s, Polk ............ Hi·Bred No. 3 
1 TT 81.1 
2 pp 80.2 
3 QQ 74.2 
4 00 81.8 
5 FF 81.8 
6 MM 82 .6 
7 NN 83.3 
KK 69. 
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North Central Section 




























































J. J. Feldman, Breda, Carroll.. .............................. Feldmnn Y. D. 
T . A. Ohantland, Badger, Web ter .... lmp. Yel. Dent, Strain 1 
Fred N. Rupp, Cherokee, Cherokee .............................. Rupp Y. D. 
Ronald M. Wil on, ac City, ac ................................ Early Krug 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. . D . A., Ame,, Story .... Iowa Hybrid 939 
Hi-Bred Corn Oo. by Baker, Grime , Polk .............. Hi -Bred B19 
Farm Crop Sec. & U. . D . .A., Ame , tory .... Iowa Hybrid 941 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grime , Polk .............. Hi-Bred Bll 
Farm Crops ec. & U. . D. A., Ames, Story .... Iowa Hybrid 942 
Fnrm Crops Sec. & U. . D. A., AmE>s, tory .... Iowa Hybrid 934 
1-0 
0 
North Central Section--( ontinued 





" Cl) bJi bJi I-< .... ;... bJi "Ci) Q.I 
"' ::: 
·= 
Acr s:l p, Q.I 
.... 'C Vi~ "bj, ..c: ..... ..?.: ;... s:l ~~ "' s:l ..... ~~ ·3 % 'C ;... ;... 
"' 
s:l ..c: 0 
"' "' 
::: 
~ ril en ~ en Bu. of Av. H ril ~ p::i Name Address County V11 r:et~, 
Hybrid Class ( con tinued) 
7 BB 75.9 24.3 83 .7 41.5 1 107.9 2 .5 3.0 244 56.0 IIi -Bred Corn Co. by Bnker, Grimes, Polk ...... ........ Hi-Bred B21 
DD 70.8 25.4 83.4 41.49 107.9 2.3 3.0 236 56.5 Genetic Section, Ames, Story .................................... ........ No. 16 
9 K 77.2 19.4 85.5 41.32 107.4 1.9 2.5 257 56.2 Genetics Section, Ames, Story ........................................... No. 11 
10 F 73.3 23.9 84.5 40 .98 106.6 1.9 3.0 258 55.8 Farm Crops S ec. & U. S . D . A ., Ame , tory ........ Iowa Hybrid 4 
11 R 79.7 21.4 84.0 40.93 106.4 2.8 2.9 286 55.3 Hi -Bred Corn Oo. by Collins, Grimes, Guthrie ...... Hi-Bred C130 
12 I.i 80.1 25.5 83.6 40.50 105.3 2.3 3.0 266 57.2 
1:-J D 79.2 26.6 83.5 40 .47 105.2 2.4 3.0 261 54.6 ·~ ~
1 4 J 79.7 24.1 84.2 39.62 103.0 2.6 3.1 299 58.2 
15 G 73.9 22.6 85.7 39.57 102.9 2.7 2.9 243 54.6 
16 83.1 23.2 83.6 38.92 101.2 2.9 3.2 289 57.2 
17 T 79.4 21.4 84.6 38 .53 100.2 2.9 2.7 304 57.5 
l 82.2 20.4 81.8 3 8.07 99.0 2.7 3.0 297 56.7 
19 x 76.0 25.2 82.7 37 .80 98.3 2 .1 3.1 266 56.9 
20 H 78.3 20.3 81.4 36 .67 95.3 2.7 2 .9 315 56.6 
21 v 84.7 24.0 82.6 36 .34 94.5 2.0 a.o 261 58.4 
22 80.8 22.l 84. 36 .05 93.7 2.1 2.8 279 58.3 
2:1 w 75.5 23. 83.2 35.8 3 93.2 2.3 3.0 277 57.2 
24 co 78.2 22.3 82.9 35.83 93.2 2.9 3.1 288 57.7 
25 z 69.7 20.8 84.3 34.93 90.8 2 .8 2.2 302 56.4 
26 M 77.2 23.9 84.6 34.92 90.8 2.5 3.1 2 2 57.1 
27 N 53.8 21.2 85.9 34.15 88.8 2.6 2.1 292 59 .1 
28 EE 70.5 21.7 83.4 33.55 87.2 2.9 2.9 285 56.7 
29 II 82.3 27.7 81.9 33.51 87.1 2.6 3.2 297 57.4 
30 p 80.2 20.4 83.3 33.11 86.1 2. 2.2 292 56.4 
31 AA 71.5 23.3 83.9 32.86 85.4 2.1 2.9 299 58.3 
32 ,TJ 84.4 27.3 82.9 32.21 83.7 2 .3 3.4 283 57.6 


































Al\[ 79 .4 
AG 76.2 
AN 8 3 .0 
AR 1.7 
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South Central Section 




































































































Clnrenc Meyer, Van Meter, nfodil'on ...... ......... ....... Meyer Y. D. 
G. V. Hurkrnder, Ad 1, Dallas ..................... ....... Harkrnd r Y. D. 
A. Wil ·on. Harlan , helby ........ ...... Wilson High Yielding Y. D . 
Clar n«e S . Hill, Minburn, Dnllas .......... .................... Pfister Krug 
H enry Fi Id o., henandonh, Png .......... Field ross-Bred 2 
Hi -Bred 01·n o. by '.i\[ori·i on, Grime" Polk .... lli-Bred BII.hl.1 
Hi-Bre<t Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ..... ......... Hi-Bred B28 
Farm Crops Sec. & U. . D. A., Ames, Story ....... Iowa Hybrid 
Hi-Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk ................ Hi-Bred BS 
Hi·Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .............. Hi-Bred B30 
Cereal Crops & Di eases, U. . D. A., Wa h., D. O .... I. Y. T. 3 
Genetic action, Ames, Story ............... .............. .. ....... .. ... No. 12 
Hi ·Bred Corn Co. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .......... .... Hi-Bred B21 
Hi-Bred orn Co. by Collins, Grimes, Guthrie ...... .. Hi-Bred 091 
Hi-Bred orn o. by Baker, Grimes, Polk .... .. _ .. ..... Hi-Bred B23 
l•'nrm 'rops ' c. & U. . D. A., Ame , tory .... Iowa Hybrid 942 
Jli-Brecl Corn Co. by Thurman, Grim s .. .............. 949 x TEA2·6 
Hi-Bred orn o., by Bak r, Grimes, Polk .. ........... Hi-Bred B26 
<.'er ul 'rop. & Dil' a es, S. D . A., Wa h ., D. C .... I. Y. T. 4 
Hi·Bred orn Oo. by Bnker, Grimes, Polk .... ....... ... .. Hi-Bred BG 
Hi-Bred orn Oo. by Thurman, Grimes ................ 942 x HSC563 
Jii-Rred o. by Thurman, Grim s .............. .. 949 x H C563 
IIi-Ilrcd o. by Collin!', ,rimes, uthrie . ...... IIi·Br d C99 
South Central Section--( Continued ) 
...; 
~ ...; 
+> <.) t;.. 
A ... 
Cl) bD bD ... +> 
... bD Acr Yield •@ 
Cl) 
"' ::: i::: i::: A p. Cl) 
v ~ "d ~* :::* ·~ 
...., 
"2 .t i::: "' 2* Cl) % "d ... ....c:: i::: 0 .i::: 0 c:s c:s :::: ...... Bu. of Av. ~ fj;1 ril ~ Nnme Addrei;s ounty Variety p:j r=l Ul ,..,,. ti) 
Hybrid Class ( continued) 
19 LL 74.1 23.2 84.7 7 2.1 4 103.4 3.1 3.6 192 58.6 
20 E 8:3.5 22.3 85.8 72.09 103.4 2.6 4.1 184 56.:l 
21 pp 70.8 23.3 83.6 71 .83 103.0 3.6 3.7 167 59.2 
22 N 78.6 23.3 85.7 71.83 103.0 3.0 3.9 193 58.9 
23 zz 83.6 22.8 83.3 71.49 102.5 3.1 3.6 192 56.6 
24 c 85.2 22.1 81.1 71.49 102.5 2.7 3.9 187 59.3 
25 M 81.9 21.8 6.2 71.37 102.3 2.0 3.8 21 3 60.0 
26 'l' 84.4 21.6 4.3 71.35 102.3 2.8 3.7 214 58.2 
27 F 80.8 20.4 85.4 71.05 101.9 2.2 4.0 188 57.9 
2 B 77.3 23.5 85.7 70.87 101.6 2.3 3.7 174 56.0 
29 AI 83.6 23.3 4.3 70.72 101.4 2.5 3.9 192 58.3 
30 II 78.7 21.5 84.9 70. 37 100.9 2.4 3.6 1.92 5 .0 1,:, 
31 AD 79.3 24.4 83.6 69.6 4 99.9 2.8 3.6 203 56.6 w 
32 HH 77.2 22.1 85.1 69.52 99.7 2.0 4.1 185 59.0 
33 K 73.9 21.0 84.7 69.44 99.6 2.4 3.9 188 58.9 
34 D 77.8 22.3 86.0 69.02 99.0 3.1 3.5 169 54.9 
35 DD 79.2 22.0 84.9 68.72 98.5 2.9 3.7 217 55.5 
86 ,JJ 80.8 19.9 85.0 68.60 98.4 2.8 3.3 196 5 .9 
37 R 76.9 20.2 85.7 68.05 97.6 3.0 3.1 186 58.0 
38 73.1 20.8 5.7 67.9 7 97.5 2.3 3. 197 5 .0 
39 Q 74.9 22.1 84.3 67.96 97.4 1.6 3.5 183 57.7 
40 QQ 78.5 21.6 83.9 67.74 97.1 3.2 3.2 188 57.9 
41 vv 79.1 21.8 83.9 67.35 96.6 2.6 3.8 195 58.7 
42 RR 70.7 24.2 82.6 66.74 95.7 3.:3 3.7 181 56.8 
43 y 77.1 20.5 84.9 66.5 0 95.4 1.9 3.9 208 58.6 
44 p 71.0 21.4 '85.2 65.63 94.1 2.8 3.4 179 57.5 
45 A.J 82.3 23.3 83.9 65.49 93.9 2.5 3.9 208 57. 
46 yy 77.1 21.1 84.0 65.12 93.4 2 .5 3.6 196 57.0 
47 J 78.3 20.9 85.1 65.01 93.2 2.6 3. 183 59.7 
4 WW 79.5 22.9 83.5 63.9 9 91.8 2.5 4.0 221 58.1 
49 A 83.3 23.4 86.3 63.80 91.5 2.9 3.9 203 55.6 
50 AA 65.7 20.9 6.1 63.78 91.5 2.2 3.6 197 59.() 
51 I 79.8 21.8 85.9 63.37 90.9 2.6 3.8 206 57. 
52 z 63.4 21.3 85.4 62 .92 90.2 2.2 3.9 197 5 .3 
5:3 J, 57.0 24.0 84.9 57.99 83.2 2 .9 3.9 189 59 .8 
54 cc 60.3 20.7 5.3 56.97 1.7 2.1 3.8 ] 82 59.1 




Cl> ht bl) bo "" 
-
"" .\t·ro Yi Id ./ ::I ;::: Cl C1I p., Cl> 
~ :.. 'ti 7t0 =:be. bl) .c: ... ;::: J: Cl 
=l.o 0 C1I % "d ... ... ;:; 0:: i:: 
.c: 0 e:: e:: ~ ~ ..... Bn. of .\v. ~ ~ i:Q • 'a me .Addrt> . ounty Vuril'l)' (f,J .-; 00 ...... 
Open-Pollinated Class 
0. 19.2 5.7 72.21 109.0 2.7 4.0 172 59.7 .Iilt>: Rob•rt.:, Villi'lcn, Mon tgom er y ··-··-······--·-· ............... Krug 
2 .'N 78.0 21.1 8·1.9 69.03 104.2 2.fi 4.2 162 5 .8 lnrenc· ~I eyer, Ynn M t r, Mnd ison.. ··-····-····-····:\! ey r Y. D. 
:I MM 80.2 21.7 1.7 67.46 101. 2..1 4..6 161 5 .9 lnr Dl' :'.\Iey r, Ynn M t r ...... Meyer Y. D. x Bord •aux Y. D. 
·I (1(: 71.5 20.3 5.1 66.35 100.2 2.5 4.1 173 5 .2 
[> J,J, 0. 22.8 .J .. 4 65.05 9 .2 2.6 4.4 175 5 .2 
6 () 75.5 21.0 •1.7 64.17 96.9 2. 4.1 167 57.3 
7 rnr 0 ·1 !?1.:l 4.4 63.90 96.5 2.7 4.2 175 59.8 
ti J•' I•' 79. 1 21.7 
·1 63.14 95.3 2.7 4.5 1 57.6 
!l J•'I•: 09 fl 22. ji L 57.04 6.1 :u 4.3 169 56.2 
Hybrid Class 
L 21.6 80.78 117. 1.9 4. 174 5 .3 Fnrm 
2 0 19. 78.72 11·1 2.1 :L9 167 5 .0 Hi -Br d 
:1 I> 2 1,.J, 77.13 112.5 1.6 :t9 171 57. Hi-Brc>d 
I 1 • 20 5 76.62 111.7 2.4 47 166 55.9 lt'nrm 1:. 
..... r, 
" 
l 9.9 76.61 111.7 2.1 4.2 Jt)l 59.1 \Ynll:ir 
ti 20.' 75.93 110.7 2.0 4.:l 179 57. "'a l11u· 
7 ll. ;, 2 l.9 73.92 107. 1.7 ·.l.O 166 5 :l ·wull1H· (l l'l:l.o 21.:1 73.52 107.2 !.?.2 :l. l 1 56.0 Fnrm 
!I 
·' 
ti . H>.:I 73.13 106,6 1. .a 179 57A Pu rm 
10 lt~ 76.9 !!2. 1 72.99 106.:l 2. 1 4 1 1 0 57.5 l<'nrm 
Hybrid Class (continued) 
l I l' ' \,, :!0.9 72.J.1 105.::? 2.!? l 1 177 5 
12 I 79 .:I ~ t .5 71.63 104. 1. -Li 169 5 .0 
I 'I \\ 79,7 21.!l 69.87 101.9 1.6 4.4 170 
11 \ \ :1.0 2:...0 69.38 101.2 2.1 4.3 1 0 t ;, \ ll.O ) !l.b 68.56 100.0 1. 4.0 1 :l 
lh Jo' 'i 5 . tl :! l. 68.11 !Hl. :! .5 .J. .:l 1 2 
17 I' 7tl . ,. :!ll , b 67.08 l}; . 2.5 4 .0 17 
l~ 1 7h. ~l 19,'l 66.68 !li .2 1. j :1 . 179 
l'I ~ 7:?.5 !! l. 7 66.54. !l i . ll •l •\ I :! I :J 
:!\l I H 7tL7 :! 1. I 65.85 (i , ll :!. (i 1 l 
:!I Pl -- , .. :! ll. :1 65.Sl ( : .. ~ ~ . :1 
''·-•\f\ ll :! 1.ll 6 .2 H, .7 :. . ll 
:! .I ., ~o .. ~ 63.37 ~l:! . 1 :!.3 
:! I lT :! 1.3 61.60 :! . .l 
~) l' :! l. l 60. 
-
:...1 
~b I 1 <l,';' 57.51 " --.;.) 
:!7 '... l .:. 55. <) " 
!!O .. '.! 51&.10 ~ .. ,.) .. 5S.S 
- :! 
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SECTION YIELDS OF PREVIOUS YEARS 
Relatively few strains have been entered in the three districts of a ection 
for a large number of yeai·s. A relatively high yield in one or two tests often 
was considered sufficient evidence of the satisfactoriness of a strain, conse-
quently it was not entered again. A strain which yielded relatively low, per-
haps was replaced without further trial by one higher yielding. 
The yield of a strain in percentage of the average of those compared, was 
used as an index of its relative productivity. The average of the index for 
1931 and that for the last previous year entered was computed for each strain 
included as a section entry in the two-year comparison. Likewise the average 
of the index for 1931 and those for the la&t two previous years entered was 
computed for each strain included three years. A similar computation wa 
made for each of the longer periods. A strain entered each year of the test 
is included in each period average. The strain must have been entered in 1931 
to be included in any period. This gives a comparison between all 1931 strains 
which have been entered the same number of years although they may not be 
the same individual years. Data are given in table V for only the highest 
yielding third in each section. 
Fig. 2. The corn is husked in burlap bags for conyenience in gettin g individual 
plot weight . 
'rABLE V. NAMES OF GROWERS OF THE HIGHEST YIEJ.,DING THIRD ONLY, OF THE SECTION ENTRIES WITH THE AVER· 
AGE PERCENTAGE YIELD FOR THE PERIOD OF YEARS INDICATED. 
Name 
Fred N. Rupp ..... . 
Wm. McArthur ... . 
J. J. Feldman ..... . 
Roy J. Clampitt ... . 
H. F. Osterland .. 
Clarence Meyer .... 
. V. Harkrader .. 
A. Wilson ............. . 
Clyde Black ......... . 
McNoilly & Smith 
l\Ii !es Robert 
Olnronc Meyer ... . 
Fred McCulloch ... . 
Address 
herokee ......... . 
Mason City ..... . 
Breda ............. . 
New Providence 
Faulkner ......... . 
Vnn Meter ..... . 
Adel ............... . 
Ilarlnn ........... . 
Dallas Center .. 
Center Junction 
Villi. <'a ...•..••.... 
Yan 1'ifeter ..... . 
Hartwick ....... . 
Average Percentage Yield 
Strain County 
2 yrs. 3 yr . 4 yrs. 5 yrs. 6 yrs. 7 yrs. 8 yrs. 9 yrs. 10 yr * 
Northern Section 
Cherokee .... Rupp Y. D. .............. 118.6 
Cerro Gordo Golden King ............ 105.9 107.7 107.9 107.3 107.3 107.8 107.6 
North Central Section 
Carroll ........ Feldman Y. D. .......... 111.8 
Hardin ........ Reid Y. D. ................ 108.9 
Franklin .... Oster:and Y. D ...... . 
South Central Section 
Cndi on ..... . 
Dallas 
Shelby ....... . 
Dallas ....... . 
Jone ...... ... . 
Meyer Y. D ..•.......... 
Harkrader Y. D .... . 
WiLon High Yield ... . 
B'ack Y. D ........ ...... . 





Montgomery Krug ... . ................ . 10 .6 
Madi on ...... 'Meyer Y. D ............ . 
























* ame strains nre high for 11· and 12-yenr period a. fol" 10-year pe1·iod. 
TABLE VI. COMPARATIVE YIELDS, AVERAGE, HIGH AND LOW, OF OPEN-POLLINATED (0-P) AND HYBRID (H) ENTRIES 
AND THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OPEN-POLLINATED AND HYBRID, A PLUS BEING IN FAVOR OF THE HYBRID AND A 




























No. of entries 
Field 
0 -P 
Royal -·---··-····-·--····-- 22 
Fredericksburg ...... 1 7 
Storm Lake ---·---···-- 27 
Goldfield ----···--·-----·-- 23 
Masonville -·-····-·--·-- 18 
Breda ·-··-·-··--····-----·· 25 
Ames ·· ·-----·--·-····--·-· 3 
West Branch ---·-··-·· 16 
Henderson ------·-··---· 18 
Knoxville -------···-·---· 14 
Mt. Union ----···--····· 18 
Royal ---·-·· ··-·-··----···- 10 
Fredericksburg -····- 10 
Storm Lake ------·····- 13 
Goldfield ---·········· ··· 13 
Masonville -····----···-· 13 
Breda ···-----··-···-------- 14 
Ames ··---···-···-··------- 14 
West Branch ·-·--·--·- 14 
Henderson --·------····- 9 
Knoxville -------~·--··-- 9 































































































































































t 4.51 10.60 
5.50 
t 7.27 13.76 
10.90 






























































































COMPARISON OF OPEN-POLINATED AND HYBRI D STRAINS 
The average yield of the hybrids and -0f the open-pollinated strains, the 
highest and lowest yields of each class, and the difference between the two 
classes in each comparison are shown for district and section entries in 
table VI. 
In contrast with last year's results, the best open-pollinated strain yielded 
more than the average of the hybrids in each :field. The lowest yield was made 
by a hybrid in each of the six :fields of the southern half of the state. The 
average yield of hybrids was higher than that of the open-pollinated in each 
district; likewh~e, the highest yield in each :field was made by a hybrid. The 
differences between the highest yielders of each class varied from about 9 to 
25 per cent of the yield of the open-pollinated strain in each comparison. 
The variation in yield of the hybrids is evidence of the fact that not every 
hybrid is high yielding. Buyers of hybrid seed should place confidence only in 
those hybrids which have been thoroly tested wnd are being sold under a g1.tar-
an~ee that the corn is identical in pedigree with that in the test. 
The average yields of the hybrid section entries in percentage of the a•er-
age yields of the open-pollinated section entries are shown in table VII for 
each district for the years 1926 to 1931, inclusive, together with the average 
percentages both by districts and years. 
During the six years, 1926 to 1931 inclusive, the hybrids, in comparison with 
open-pollinated strains, yielded less in eastern Iowa than in central Iowa in 
19 of the 23 comparisons. Similarly, the same strains produced relatively less 
in eastern than in western Iowa in 18 of the 24 comparisons. The average ex-
cess yield of hybrid over the open-pollinated section entries in 1931 was 8.4 
per cent compared with 10.5 and 10.6 per cent, respectively, in 1929 and 1930. 
As a whole, the hybrids showed greater resistance to lodging than the open· 
pollinated strains. 
TABLE VII. AVERAGE YIELD OF HYBRID SECTION ENTRIES IN PERCENTAGE 
OF THE AVERAGE YIELD OF OPEN-POLLINATED SECTION 
ENTRIES FOR THE YEARS 1926·1931 INCLUSIVE 
District 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 Ave. 
% % % % % % % 
1 117.1 109.2 109.8 108.9 114.3 116.2 112.6 
2 104.6 117.4 120.4 124.1 113.3 116.0* 
3 97.4 102.9 109.3 114.4 110.7 105.9 106.8 
4 115.5 104.6 110.0 110.1 115.5 111.8 111.3 
5 106.5 111.1 107.8 108.3 114.4 113.2 110.2 
6 104.5 109.7 102.8 103.4 104.5 109.0 105.7 
7 105.3 102.8 113.7 109.1 112.6 107.4 108.5 
8 103.9 98.1 115.3 109.1 123.5 108.4 109.7 
9 104.9 102.3 113.9 114.1 105.6 106.8 107.9 
10 111.4 102.2 111.0 107.7 102.3 104.8 106.6 
11 102.9 114.3 108.2 112.2 111.4 106.3 109.2 
12 110.3 107.1 104.2 106.0 103.2 102.2 105.5 
. 
Average 107.0 106.8 110.5 110.6 110.9 108.4 108.5 
*5-yr . average only. 
F ACTORS AFFECTING YIELD 
The purpose of the Iowa Corn Yield Test is to :find those strains which are 
inherently more productive than others. To accomplish this purpose it is neces-
ary to control as many as possible of the variable environmental factors. 
Also, it is desirable to study the characteristics of each strain in order to find 
possible explanations for differences in yield, and to know whether a strain 
may ha\e desirable characters other than yield, such as, resistance to lodging, 
29 
proper height of ear, and maturity in its locality. The relation of yield to 
uch characters is shown in table VIII. The entries were arranged in three 
groups in order of yield and the averages of the other characters computed 
for each group. 
A uniform, or nearly uniform stand of plants is essential to a high degree 
of reliability. This factor was particularly noticeable again in certain field 
of the 1931 test. A few entries produced a very low stand. It was not pos-
ible in such cases to make a completely satisfactory correction. The differ-
ences in stand between the upper and middle yielding thirds were perhaps less 
than usual. In six of the 22 comparisons the stand of the middle yielding third 
was higher tha.n that of the upper third. This was probably due in part to 
the drouth and heat with the result that the heaviest stands were at some dis-
advantage. The lower yielding third had the lowest average stand in 20 of the 
22 comparisons. 
Poor germination may be an inherent characteristic of a strain. More prob-
ably it is the result of injury in the drying and storage or by disease. When 
entire hills are missing, the cause quite probably is mechanical. It seems justi-
fiable to make corrections for the missing hills. Corrections were made in 
each :field where a significant relatiship between missing hills and yield ex-
isted. The data show that after such a correction there is yet some relation 
between stand and yield. It is very important, therefore, that the entrant be 
certain his seed will grow. 
Dh.t. 
TABLE VIII. ENTRIES GROUPED BY THIRDS IN YIELD, TO SHOW 
RELATION BETWEEN YIELD AND OTHER FACTORS 
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112.6 71.8 19.9 
100.7 71.5 21.0 
86.6 72.9 22.1 
109.1 71.9 21.0 
99 .9 71.8 22.1 
90.9 63 .8 21.9 
108.3 78.1 22.3 
102.9 83.1 23.1 
89.3 73 .3 21.5 
108.5 81.4 22.4 
101.7 76.9 23.8 
89.5 65.4 22.5 
111.4 74.6 20.9 
101.2 75.5 21.9 




























106.0 83.6 24.2 
100.4 88.8 24.1 
93.7 82.9 22.0 
108.0 82.7 24.9 
100.3 81.3 23.5 
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2.4 313 57.2 
2.5 309 57.9 
2 .6 315 57.2 
2.4 291 58.4 
2 .7 304 58.3 
2.7 305 58.2 
2.6 297 57.9 
2.5 307 56.9 
2.4 301 56.7 
2.5 300 59.0 
2.4 286 58.0 
2.3 273 57.7 
2.7 318 55.6 
2.9 330 55.9 
3.0 346 55.3 
2.8 305 55.1 
2.7 838 56.4 
2.8 344 57.2 
3.0 249 56.1 
3.2 254 56.2 
3.1 277 56.3 
3.0 246 56.5 
3.0 253 56.7 
2.9 268 57.2 
2.8 254 57.2 
2.8 280 58.5 
2.4 268 56.7 
2.8 232 57.5 
2.8 244 58.1 
2.8 256 57.8 
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R.e i tance to lodging i becoming more important in pa sing judgment on 
the de irability of a train of corn. Thi quality is receiving more attention in 
the yield test. An e timate of the amount of lodging on each plat was recorded 
in the form of a grade. The e grade , ranging from 1 to 5, may be de cribed 
as follow : 
Grade 1. talk tanding practically perfect. 





Average-neither good nor bad. 
Rather badly leaning or down. 
Practically all down. 
The grades shown in the tables represent the average of such e timate on 
ten plats. 
The tendency to lodge apparently has no relation to yield. The value of the e 
ob ervations lies in connection with a study of the desirability of the indi-
vidual entry. 
Ear height is an important item in either hand or machine picking. Ear 
height is related phy ically to lodging resistance. The grades shown in the 






Very low-less than two feet. 
Medium low-two to three feet. 
Medium or desirable-three to four feet. 
Medium high-four to five feet. 
Very high-more than :five feet. 
The grade shown is an average of the grades for ten plats. 
The height of ear seemed to have no relation to yield in the 1931 te t. 
The highest yielding third in the open-pollinated class had the heaviest ears 
in 10 of the 11 fields and the highest yielding third of the hybrid class had the 
heavie t ears in 9 of the 11 fields. The lowest yielding third of the hybrid 
class had the heaviest ears in one field. 
No consistent relationship was shown between bushel test weight and yield. 
Both classes in District Three indicated that higher yield and heavier test 
weight were associated, but in District Thur the opposite was true for both 
cla ses. Generally test weights were nearly normal or above. 
Fig. 3. M eyer Yellow D ent , highest yielding open-pollinated entry in the South Oen· 
tra l Section 1929, 1930 and 1931 and in the Southern Section 1929 and 
1930 and second highes t in 1931. 
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PREMIUMS FOR 1931 TEST 
(1) The Banner Trophy is awarded annually by Raymond A. Pearson, 
ex-president of Iowa State College, to the Iowa grower whose entry pro-
duces the highest percentage above the average yield of the upper two-thirds 
of all entries in its class in the three districts of any section. Thus the high-
est yielding section entries of the two classes compete for the banner trophy. 
Only section entries are eligible. 
(2) A gold medal will be awarded in each section to the entrant in each 
class whose corn produces the highest average yield for the three districts. 
Only section entries are eligible. 
(3) In each district the Association will award a bronze medal for the 
highest yielding corn in each class entered by a grower residing in the district 
where the test is made, provided the entry ranks in the upper third and has 
competition. 
( 4) The highest yielding third of both classes in each district will receive 
suitable ribbon.s from the Association. 
(5) Geo. M. Allee, past president of the Association, is offering $96.00 in 
cash to be distributed in the following premiums for each of the tweh·e dis-
tricts: 
A. $3.00 for second highest yielding entry. 
B. $2.00 for third highest yielding entry. 
C. $2.00 for the fourth highest yielding entry. 
D. $1.00 for the fifth highest yielding entry. 
Only those entries are eligible in any district which are made by growers 
Tesiding in that district and provided further that they rank in the upper 
third. Only one money prize will be awarded to one individual. 
Entries in :he hybrid class, and entries made by the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, the Iowa State College, and Mr. Allee, are not eligib1~ 
for the above cash premiums. 
PLAN FOR 1932 
The plan for the 1932 Iowa Cgrn Yield Test i being prepared and will be 
mailed to those interested following the Annual Farm and Home Week. 
